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Popping the big question

Liquor license
revoked after
violations
Restrictions of class D license broken
By Christy Kilgore
City editor

Meghan McMahon / Staff photographer

Former student proposes in class years after graduation
By Tammie Sloup
Associate news editor

Students in Veronica Stephen’s education class
Monday did not get the typical day of lecture when they
walked into Room 2160 of Buzzard Hall..
Chris Perry, Eastern graduate, proposed to Lisa
Shrake, Eastern graduate, in the middle of their class.
Perry and Shrake had a philosophy and history education class in the same room when they first made eye
contact.
“We just looked at each other and never spoke a
word,” Perry explained to students before Shrake was

brought in by her friends.
Shrake, thinking she would be accompanying her
friends to the Learning Center, was brought to Veronica
Stephen’s, associate professor of early, elementary and
middle education, class, where Perry had a rose and a
marriage proposal waiting for her.
Shrake answered the proposal with a tearful “yes”
while the class broke into applause.
“You never know what’s going to occur; you have to
be up for it,” Stephen said.
Perry graduated in 1995 with a degree in secondary
education and Shrake graduated in 1996 with a degree
in zoology. Their five-year anniversary was last week.

The liquor license for a local
restaurant has been revoked after a
decision by Charleston’s Liquor
Commissioner.
The revocation of the class D
liquor license for Stages Restaurant
and Lounge, 1421 Fourth St., was
the penalty decided on by
Commissioner Dan Cougill Friday
after he found the establishment
guilty on four counts of violation of
the restrictions of a class D license.
A class D license allows liquor to
be sold as long as it is secondary to
and related to the retail sale of prepared food within the restaurant and
persons must be seated while consuming alcoholic beverages.
The four counts, two of which
took place on Feb. 5 and two on Feb.
12, were filed by Herbert L.
Steidinger, of the Charleston Police
Department on Feb. 26.
The restaurant also was penalized
with a three-day suspension, to run
concurrent to the suspension, of their
license and a $1,000 fine for committing two other violations of selling or giving alcohol to minors on
Feb. 12.

Two Eastern Students, David
Yost, 20, of 1000 Greek Court, and
Howard M. Coulter, 20, of
Washington, were cited by
Charleston Police on Feb. 12 at
Stages on various alcohol violation
charges. Yost was cited for minor
possession of alcohol and Coulter
was cited for purchase or acceptance
of alcohol to a minor.
In the commissioner’s report,
Cougill stated he contacted Nader
Qattum, president of N & N
Corporation and owner of Stages, by
letter, notifying him of the restrictions of a class D license and the
oversight of the letters along with the
violations provoked the decision to
revoke the license.
“The violations . . . when coupled
with a blatant disregard of a warning
letter, lead to a conclusion that N&N
Corporation misrepresented its
intentions during the application
process and knowingly conducted
business other than a restaurant,”
Cougill said in the report.
Cougill also noted that Stages
violated a Charleston zoning code by
allowing more than 32 people in the
establishment at once.
Qattum was not available for
comment.

Thomas Hall staff President looks back at term
top five in nation
By Chris Sievers

Student government editor

By Laura Irvine
Campus editor

The resident assistant staff of
Thomas Hall was chosen recently
as one of the top five staffs in the
nation
by
Paperclip
Communications.
The staff of Thomas Hall,
which includes Greg Thompson a
junior elementary education
major; Dave Kirgan, a junior marketing major; Scott Blakeman, a
junior speech communications
major; Todd Danielcyzk, a geology major; Damon Nicholas, a
junior computer management
major; Sharmaun Freeman, a
senior sociology major; Pete
Gabel, a sophomore biology major
and Art Munin, a senior psychology major, were all chosen as the
top staff.
Scott Rollinson, resident director of Thomas Hall, wrote the letter of nomination for the staff at
Thomas.

“

It’s one of the best staffs I’ve
ever seen. The staff is a
cohesive group. It’s more of a
family atmosphere.
Scott Rollinson,
resident director

”

Rollinson said he found out
about the award in R.A. Manager
Magazine. The publisher of the
magazine,
Paperclip
Communications, is the company
that advertised the award and
chose the winners.
Rollinson said he nominated
the Thomas Hall staff because of
the quality of work they do.
“It’s one of the best staffs I’ve
ever seen,” he said. “The staff is a
See AWARDS Page 2

Interacting with students and listening to their concerns is what
Student Body President Steve
Zielinski will remember most about
his term.
Zielinski, a senior speech communications
major
from
Lindenhurst, said the best part of
being the student body president is
giving the students with concerns a
voice.
Zielinski also said another perk
of the job is working to plan the
future of Eastern.
“Through working with the
campus master plan, I’ve helped
plan out the short term future and
the long term future of Eastern
Illinois University,” he said.
He is still amazed with the number of people on campus who know
his face, Zielinski said.
“Since I’ve been here I’ve met a
lot of people on campus – I really
enjoy that,” he said.
Vetoing the shuttle bus fee
increase and giving visibility to
himself
and
the
Student
Government as a whole are his best
accomplishments while being in

Steve Zielinski
office, he said.
Zielinski said he had an opportunity to meet a lot of great people
during the course of his term but the
one that sticks out the most is
Eastern’s President Carol Surles.
“I’ve been very fortunate to sit
down with (Surles) on many occasions,” he said. “We’re extremely
lucky to have her leading us and it’s
excellent for the university to have
such an extremely effective president.”
One of the biggest downfalls to
being student body president,
Zielinski said, is the amount of time
that is needed to serve the position
effectively.
Zielinski added that one of the

hardest aspects of the job is motivating students who are not easily
motivated.
“It’s hard to motivate the student
body,” he said. “I don’t care for the
word apathy. There are not a lot of
students (on campus) that are apathetic.
“If you are not interested in
something then why should you do
it?” he asked, referring to the students who do not get involved in
extracurricular activities.
Zielinski said he will still be
around next year, but will not be as
involved with Student Government
as he has been before.
“I’d still like to do something for
Student Government,” he said,
“Maybe work with the shuttle bus
or the tuition and review committee.”
The best advice Zielinski can
offer to anybody who wants to be
student body president is to be
open-minded, try to represent the
views of the students and have a
clear schedule.
He added that the student body
president should dedicate 100 percent to this position.
Zielinski will graduate in
December of 1999.
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Clouds and cool temperatures have rolled into
Charleston, and although it may seem as though they
will never leave, the rest of the week should be sunnier and warmer.
Dalias Price, local weather observer, said the
clouds will break up and temperatures will rise into
the 70s throughout the week.
“The rest of the week will be delightful with temperatures in the 70s and have a lot more sunshine,”
Price said. “So you can study for finals under a shade
tree.”
Price said this week will be a nice week to end
April and the pleasant weather will extend into the
first week of May.

Gunmen wanted to kill 500, hijack plane
LITTLETON, Colo. (AP) –
The two students who killed 13
people at Columbine High School
wanted to kill at least 500 classmates and teachers, attack neighborhood homes and then hijack a
plane and crash it into New York
City, investigators said. They also
said today they planned to question an 18-year-old girl about
whether she purchased any
firearms used in the rampage.
Jefferson County Sheriff John
Stone earlier told reporters the
goal of the killers, Dylan Klebold
and Eric Harris, was to strike during the busy lunch hour to go for
“a big kill.”
But in an interview published
today in The Denver Post, Stone
said the gunmen’s diary indicates
that if they survived, they wanted

more – to “hijack an airplane and
crash it into a major city.” He said
New York City was their target.
“Once they burned the school
down, then they were just going to
start ravaging the neighborhood,
killing as many people as they
could,” Stone told the newspaper
Sunday.
“I suppose when you first hear
it, you think that it’s some horrible
fantasy,” District Attorney Dave
Thomas told NBC’s “Today”
show.
“But we now know that at least
the first portion of those planned
activities were in fact carried out.
“Unfortunately, we also know
that had a couple of the devices in
the school actually detonated as
they had planned, the death toll
could have been much higher than

it was,” Thomas said.
The diary plotting the mayhem
in precise detail, bomb-making
materials and weapons were
found in one of the two teen’s bedroom.
The pair, enraged by what they
considered taunts and insults from
classmates, allegedly rampaged
through their school with guns and
bombs before turning their
weapons on themselves.
Investigators, amazed at the
sheer firepower, are trying to
determine if others were involved.
Thomas confirmed reports that
an 18-year-old woman, described
as Klebold’s girlfriend, was to be
brought in for questioning today
about whether she had purchased
a firearm used in Tuesday’s massacre.

Awards

about winning the award.
“I’m really honored,” he said.
“It’s nice to be recognized throughout the nation.”
Munin said he is happy to be
recognized because the staff as a
whole has worked hard.
Nicholas said he was happy to
win the award with the staff. He
said the staff at Thomas Hall is
close and they work hard to make
the residents comfortable.
Other members of the Thomas
Hall staff were also happy with the
news they won the award.
Munin said it was nice to be recognized for all the hard work the
staff has done.
Nicholas also said he was happy
about the award.
“The staff is really close. We all
work together,” he said.
Kirgan said the award would not
have been won without the help of
Rollinson and Matt Boyer, associ-

ate resident director of Thomas
Hall.
“The staff is an awesome team
led by Scott,” he said. “I can’t imagine working with anyone other than
Scott and Matt.”
Freeman also said he was happy
about winning the award.
“I was excited to hear,” he said.
“The staff works well together and
it’s fun.”
Rollinson said the winners of the
award were published in R.A.
Manager magazine and the the staff
received a certificate for their
award.
Rollinson said he wants to have
the winners of the award sign the
certificate and display it at Thomas
Hall.
He said this is the first year the
award was offered in the magazine,
but he hopes other awards will be
offered in the future for residence
hall staffs.

from Page 1
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The sunnier weather predicted for later this week
also will help dry out farm fields, which will help
farmers in their planting season, as well as raise
moods for final exams week, Price said.
Price said the recent weather, despite the clouds,
has actually been normal for April because this
month has such variant weather patterns.
“There is a front that lays across Central Illinois
that waves back and forth,” Price said.
The National Weather Service, at www.nws.org,
predicts a chance for showers and thunderstorms
today with a high in the lower 60s.
Wednesday will be dry with highs in the mid 60s
and lows around 50 degrees, the site said.
Thursday and Friday will be the same with possible highs in the lower 70s, according to the NWS
site.

cohesive group. It’s more of a family atmosphere.”
Rollinson said the staff has been
recognized throughout the year for
job excellence. Three resident
assistants have won R.A. of the
month awards; two have won
awards on the state level and one
staff member won an award on the
regional level.
Thompson said
he is happy the Thomas Hall staff
was chosen for the award.
“It’s a pretty big honor for us,”
he said. “We were really happy
because we knew we had a great
staff.”
Thompson said the award was
announced at a Residence Hall
Association meeting.
Gabel also said he is happy
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blotter
Alcohol violations
■ Nicholas Ryan Hall, 20, of 112
Douglas Hall, was cited at 11:22
p.m. Saturday in the 1200 block
of Fourth Street, on charges of
purchase or acceptance of alcohol by a minor, minor possession
of alcohol and public possession
of alcohol, according to a police
report.
■ Brian P. Dunleavy, 19, of 1721
Ninth St., was cited at 2:20 a.m.
Thursday at his residence, on
charges of purchase or acceptance of alcohol, minor possession of alcohol, possession of a
keg without a permit and disorderly conduct, according to a
police report.
■ Brock Eugene Rakow, 20, of
2204 Ninth St., was cited at 2:32
a.m. Sunday at his residence, on
charges of purchase or acceptance of alcohol by a minor and
disorderly conduct, according to
a police report.

DUI
■ Nicholas M. Harmon, 22, of
1634 University Drive, was cited
at 12:37 a.m. Sunday in the 600
block of Sixth Street , on charges
of driving under the influence,
resisting a peace officer, improper lane usage (driving the wrong
way on a one way street), having
obstructed front side windows
and operation of an uninsured
motor vehicle, according to a
police report.

Disturbing the
peace
■ Brandon W. Hanfland, 22, and
Jeremy M. Otahal, 22, both of
1707 Ninth St., were cited at
2:20 a.m. Friday at their residence, on charges of disturbing
the peace, according to a police
report.

Terrence J. Osterman, 21, of
913 Fourth St., was cited at 5:24
a.m. Sunday at his residence, on
charges of disturbing the peace,
according to a police report.

■

Correction
A cutline in Monday’s paper
incorrectly identified football player J.R. Taylor as Wayne Brown.
The News regrets the error..

Every Tuesday & Thursday
5-9pm

JERRY’S
PIZZA
& PUB
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
Pizza
Salad Bar

Spaghetti
Garlic Bread

$3.99 +tax
Children 10 & under eat for $2.19

corner of 4th and Lincoln

345-2844
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More than Blair Hall
$600 raised vacancy
for Kosovo to be filled
war victims Graduate school,
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor

The fund raiser held last week in
Coleman Hall and during Peacefest
raised more than $600 for victims of
the war in Kosovo.
Brenda Pacynski, secretary for
Weller Hall Council and coordinator
of the fund raiser, said she was
happy with the amount of money
raised, which came to $607.
“I’m extremely happy,” she said.
“(The fund raiser) gave people the
opportunity to help out.”
Pacynski said she did not have a
specific goal she wanted to reach for
donations, she just wanted to help in
any way she could.
“The fund raiser also raised
awareness,” she said. “It worked out
really well.”
Pacynski said the donations came
from students, Recognized Student
Organizations, faculty and members
of the community.
Pacynski said the Weller Hall
Council will divide the money that
was collected and send it to two
organizations.
The two organizations, the
Catholic Relief Services and the
American Red Cross, will then send
the money collected to refugees
from Kosovo.
Pacynski said although the fund
raiser at Eastern is done, people who
still want to donate money can donate
directly to the two organizations.
The web site address for the
American Red Cross Kosovo fund
raiser isww.redcross.org/news/inthnews/99/4-2b-99, and the address
for the Catholic Relief Services is
www.catholicrelief.org/emergency/Kosovo.

345-7849

international studies
offices to relocate
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor

Tentative plans have been made
to move the Graduate School and
International Studies offices into
the vacant space in Blair Hall,
which formerly housed academic
advising.
Ted Weidner, director of facilities planning and management, said
no date has been decided on when
to move the offices to Blair Hall.
“There is no tentative time set
for this move,” he said in a written
statement. “We must first determine how the department would
like people arranged in the
spaces...”
Weidner said in the statement
the university will not be able to
determine what changes, if any,
need to be made to Blair Hall to
accommodate the offices.
No date has been set to move the
offices because facilities planning
and management has a number of
projects planned this summer and
the needs of the offices have not
been determined yet, he said.
“We’ll work with them to
schedule the work to coincide with
our rather busy schedule this summer and their needs,” Weidner said
in the statement.
Weidner said he did not know if
any other offices will be moved
into Blair Hall.
“As far as I know these two
offices will move into Blair,” he
said. “I don’t know about any others.”

Jody Berdon / Staff photographer
Esther Witsman, an academic advisor, helps a freshman elementary education major, pick out her classes in Blair Hall.
Witsman said that she liked the move because it was spacious.

Campus indifferent to advising move
By Melanie Schneider
Staff writer

Reactions from students about
the recent move of the Academic
Advising Center have been largely
impartial. The advising center, now
located in the former International
House, was previously located in
Blair Hall which was much closer to
the Cashier’s Office and Records
Office now located in Old Main.
When Carman Hall residents
were asked whether the move would
benefit them, most of them replied
that it would be more convenient,
however, most of them added they
would only be living there for a few
more weeks.
Josh Hudson, a freshman computer science major and a Carman
Hall resident, said the move really
didn’t affect him.
“Yes, (the move is) pretty convenient, but it doesn’t really matter to
me,” he said.

Hudson said he doesn’t think he
would use the Learning Assistance
Center or Academic Advising any
more than he did when it was across
campus.
Adam Kammeyer, a freshman
computer management major and
also a Carman Hall resident, said he
was happy about the move.
“Since I live in Carman, it’s a lot
closer,” he said. “Depending on how
next year goes, I might take more
advantage of the closer location
because I don’t have to walk so far.”
Kammeyer said he doesn’t see
the distance between the Cashier’s
Office and the Academic Advising
Center as a problem.
“You only have to go to Old
Main once to pay the deposit but you
might have to see your advisor more
than once,” he said.
Angela Curalli, a junior family
and consumer science major who
lives off-campus, said she thinks the
move would not be a problem for

students.
“It’s farther but for the few times
students go there, it isn’t a problem.
When you’re on campus it isn’t hard
to stop by Old Main and you never
need an appointment there,” she
said. “Last semester I went to
Academic Advising about five
times. If it had been by Carman it
would have been an inconvenience,
but we don’t have a choice,” Curalli
said.
Nikki Girdzus, a junior zoology
major who lives in Pemberton Hall,
said she thinks the move will benefit
a larger number of students.
“Most residents live closer to the
South Quad and it would definitely
benefit them, but it doesn’t really
affect me though,” she said.
The offices of the Academic
Advising Center moved into their
new location in the former
International House April 8. They
were located in Blair Hall for 10
years.

Attention
EIU and Lake Land College Students

Tropical
Tuesday

The Mattoon Division of R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company is now hiring for
Summer work which can lead to flexible, continuous part-time work (12-20
hours per week) when school begins.

*
*
*
*
*
*

$2.25 Margaritas, Daiquiries,
Pina Coladas
$2.25DinnerCorona
Specials:

Flexible 4, 8 or 12 hour shifts.
Pay starting at $9.00/hr with $.35/hr for 2nd and 3rd shift.
Pay increase to $9.45/hr after 675 hours worked.
Overtime paid for weekends and after 7.5 hours/day.
Eligible for Company-paid Retirement Plan and 401K/match.
All Shifts Available.

Applicants may apply between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. at:
R.R. Donnelley $ Sons Company/ Human Resources Department
North Rt. 45
Mattoon, IL 61938

Chicken / Beef Stir Fry w/ Salad..........$5.95
Italian Chicken Dinner w/ 2 sides.........$6.50
Make y our reser vations for Graduation Now!!

R.R. Donnelly & Sons Company is an Equal Opportunity Employer
committed to Diversity
M/F/D/V

Express Lunch Menu Available
Never a cover. Open Sundays 11am - 11pm

LOF Special
$14.95

+ tax & disposal fee

while you wait 29 min. or less
•change engine oil (up to 5 Quarts only)
•change engine oil filter
•lube applicable grease zerts
•top off under hood fluids
•check & correct tire pressure

walk ins welcome,
no appointments needed,
space limited

Tire Rotation &
Brake Inspection
$19.95
•check for proper tire inflation
•rotate tires
•inspect ft. calipers
•inspect rotors
•inspect pads
•inspect marter cylinders
•inspect rear drums/rotors
•inspect rear pads/shoes
•inspect brake lines

Have All 5 Services
Performed with 10%
Discount Off Labor
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

3 cyl = $196.48 - Save $16.40
4 cyl = $205.96 - Save $17.20
6 cyl = $217.72 - Save $18.00
8cyl = $229.48 - Save $18.80
Rotate Tires
Inspect complete Brake System
Change engine oil, filter, and lube
Perform 21 point inspection
Top off under hood fluids
Front end alignment
Replace spark plugs
Check fuel rails, fuel filter & air filter
Change transmission oil & filter (automatic)

Front End Alignment

$31.95
Minor Tune Up
3 cyl = $46.84
4 cyl = $57.12
6 cyl = $69.68
8 cyl = $82.24 + tax &disposal fee
•replace spark plugs
•check fuel rails
•check air filter
•check fuel filter

Automatics
Transmission
Service
$84.19

•remove trans pan & clean
•clean bottom of value body
•remove old filter
•install new filter
•install pan & gasket
•replenish oil (up to 6 qts.)

Some models may be higher genuine GM parts& lubricants. All work 12 month/12miles on parts & labor. FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE.

Hours 7:30 am to 6:00 pm MON - FRI
8:00 am to 12:00 noon SAT

Evaluations should be taken seriously
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A new kind of
assessment

T

he Council on Academic Affairs Thursday
endorsed an assessment plan that would
ultimately replace the writing competency
exam and senior seminar courses and assess
students on more of the skills they will need after
graduating.
Under the new plan, which was created by the
Assessment Plan Task Force, students would be
assess students on their writing, speaking, critical
thinking and global citizenship.
The newly proposed assessment plan goes a lot
further than the writing competency exam to assess
students’ abilities and attempts to address some of the
qualities employers are looking for in job candidates.
Currently, the only
Senior experience
assessment measure
required of all Eastern
The CAA has recommended a
new assessment to replace the
students as a graduation
Writing Competency Exam that
requirement is the writis more efficient and more
ing competency exam,
accurate.
and the Assessment Plan
Task Force has created a plan that would assess students on different levels through a senior experience
course, which will be designed to replace senior seminars.
The senior experience course would require students to complete a major senior project and an oral
presentation of the project which would be used as
part of the new assessment plan.
The writing competency exam would be replaced
with a writing portfolio in which students would be
required to submit four writing samples to their portfolio during their time at Eastern. The writing samples would be revised and evaluated by professors
before being submitted to the portfolio.
The writing portfolio will allow students to develop their writing skills over time instead of having to
meet the university’s writing requirements in a fourhour exam at 8 a.m. on a Saturday morning.
While the first group of Eastern students who will
be assessed by the proposed plan will be the graduating class of 2004, the new plan could benefit current
Eastern students by providing them with a more wellrounded education and assessment of the skills they
may need to find a job upon graduating.
The proposed assessment plan is still in the developmental phases and many of the kinks still need to
be worked out, but the plan promises students an education that will help them throughout life by providing students with the skills they will need in any job.
editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

■ The

“

Today’s quote

No man’s knowledge here can go beyond his
experience.
John Locke,
English philosopher 1632-1704

”

f you haven’t already had
to fill one out this week,
be ready. If you have, I’m
sure there will be more.
Teacher evaluations: Seen
by some students as a chance
for revenge, and for others, a
chance to play connect the
Deana Poole
dots. And as the semester and
Editor in chief
academic year come to a
screeching halt, students are
asked to evaluate each course
and professor based on the past
16 weeks.
The problem with teacher evaluations? Constantly
hearing professors comment they toss them aside, never
look at them and essentially, could care less what students
thought about him/her as a professor or the class. And the
sad thing is, a lot of students are to blame for professors
not taking evaluations seriously.
During the past three years, I have watched tons of students who simply go down the scantron sheet, randomly
filling in “A”, “B,” “C,” etc. and then do not write in any
comments. Mainly because they can leave as soon as they
complete the evaluation form, and go about the 1,000
other things they have to do.
Evaluation forms vary in length depending on the
department. Some simply have you fill out the standard
Purdue evaluation, which consists of usually no more than
10 questions checking to see if the instructor can speak
English and explains his/her expectations of students.
The longest evaluation I have taken was a three-part
evaluation: the standard Purdue evaluation, a departmental
evaluation and a personal one for the instructor. While it
took at least 20 minutes to complete all of this, it was the

Students need to clean
up trash on campus
As part of the organization,
E.A.R.T.H., Expanding Awareness
and Responsibility Towards
Humanity, I am disgusted to see how
much trash is on this campus. Just the
other day, a group of us from
E.A.R.T.H. had a campus clean-up.
We chose the area by Carman and
Greek Court because of the amount
of trash we saw building up every
day. In the course of one hour, we
picked up about five bags full of
trash. Imagine if every person on this
campus picked up one piece of trash
on their journey here and there, this
campus would be spotless. This
would have to happen every day
though to keep this campus clean. I
just can’t imagine why people just
throw their trash out everywhere but
in the trash can, which was probably
two inches from where they stood.
There are trash cans and recycling
bins all overt campus. So, do yourself
a favor and the Charleston communi-

first time I felt my input on the
course and instructor was
“Students are
going to be read and taken into
the best critics
account for future classes.
And a lot of students may
of how much
think their comments and critithey learned and cisms are not taken seriously,
how good of an which leads many to randomly
fill in circles. This theory can
instructor they
be easily tossed aside if before
had.”
distributing the evaluations,
instructors explain how the
responses do matter to him/her,
instead of saying “OK, I am being forced to have all of
you fill this stupid thing out.”
So it’s a two-way street. Instructors should take to
heart what students say about their teaching techniques
and the course as a whole. Students are the best critics of
how much they learned and how good of an instructor
they had.
And students should take teacher evaluations seriously,
not scan over it and rush out the door. This could be the
only opportunity students have to complain about or
praise a professor about his/her performance.
If you could never keep your eyes open in a class, let
the instructor know that and why. If the teacher’s personality and livelihood in class was the only reason you
rolled out of bed to go, then let him/her know that too.
At an institute of higher education, we are all here to
learn – instructors included. And teacher evaluations, if
taken seriously by all parties involved, can be the best
source of knowledge.
■ Deana Poole is a junior journalism major and a weekly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
ty. Dispose of your trash and recyclables in the proper area, not the
street, grass or sidewalk. Maybe then
the older generations won’t think we
are so careless.

Kimberly Elkin
senior environmental biology major

Chicagoland residents
are proud of their towns
I’m writing this letter in response
to Steven Lepic’s April 22 letter to
the editor about those from he
Chicago metropolitan area. He basically calls these people categorically
arrogant based on where they come
from, as if it’s because of something
in the water supply up there. He also
throws in a wonderful comparison
about a Dr. Seuss character of some
sort, making his opinion all the more

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu

persuasive.
Mr. Lepic, I am from he northwest
suburbs of Chicago, so I assume
you’re referring to people like
myself. I think that people near
Chicago are generally proud of where
they come from, as it really is one of
the great cities of the world. Whether
you want to call that arrogance is
your choice. But I’ll tell you what ...
I’m sure glad I come from where I do
rather than from some town that has
nothing more to offer than one stoplight and a Dairy Queen. If I came
from one of those towns, I don’t
know what I’d do with myself.
Maybe I’d resort to reading and quoting Dr. Seuss all day long.

Adam Gilgis
junior political science major

Deadline Thursday
The last day to submit letters to the
editor to be printed this semester is
Thursday. Letters submitted after that date
will not be printed until the summer session.

Viewpoint
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Girten
a name to remember
Editor’s note: At the end of each
spring semester, the person of the
year is chosen by The Daily
Eastern News’ editorial board as
the one person who has had the
most profound effect on the
campus.
In less than a year, an idea proposed by Student Senate members
became a reality at the hands of
one main person.
Melissa Girten, a 21-year-old
senior political science major from
Carmi, got involved in the Panther
Express shuttle bus project right in
the beginning. When Ruthie
Rundle, former student vice president for public affairs, and Kim
Harris, former student
body president, began
brainstorming, Girten got
involved by setting up
meetings with key memof the
bers of the city. Because
she was interning with the
city manager, Girten was a good
link to the city.
From there, Lou Hencken, vice
president for student affairs, was
contacted for support and a student
fee was considered. Girten said her
main concern was to get the service
started.
“We knew it was important the
bus was out there and we would
work everything out later,” she
said. “We all understood we needed to get it here in the winter,
because that's when students are
going to ride it.”
The Shuttle Bus Committee
began contacting area bus companies to find out the cost and also
began taking bids. The cost was
about $135,000.
“That was our main concern,
the numbers,” Girten said.
Throughout the year, the shuttle
bus has heard a lot of complaints
from students, but none of those
have discouraged Girten.
“I took the suggestions – the

one’s that actually had merit,” she
said. “I put a lot of it down to the
fact that it’s not going to be perfection the beginning, but we’re working as as hard as we can.”
She said when she heard a lot of
complaints about the signs not
being up, she tried to hurry the
process along.
Another disappointment Girten
faced along the way was that the
community did not come through
with more money to fund the bus,
as expected.
“It gave us a lot of freedom,
without getting that money, we
were able to focus on the students,”
Girten said.
Last spring, Girten ran for student vice
president for
public affairs.
After losing
the election,
she did not
give up her
senate evolvement; she enjoyed
working with the people, she said.
“I couldn’t imagine not being
on Senate. I didn’t want to see my
campus involvement end,” she said.
This year, Girten has co-sponsored legislation, served as tuition
and fee review chair this semester
and as internal affairs chair last
semester.
After serving as Shuttle Bus
Committee chair for more than a
semester, Girten stepped down
when she thought the project needed fresh ideas and creativity.
“Mostly it was just because
when you spend so long on a project, you’re not being innovative
anymore,” she said.
She realizes the shuttle is far
from perfect, but says it will be less
than a year before the bus she envisioned will be up and running. A
lot of changes will be evident when
students return in the fall.
The changes include the addition of another bus. One to focus

Person
Year

Photo illustration by Deanna McIntyre/ Photo editor
Melissa Girten was as key-player in the implementation of Eastern’s Panther Express shuttle bus late last semester. The
Daily Eastern News selected Girten as the Person of the Year because of her hard work on the project and the quick implementation of the shuttle.
on just the campus area and another to focus on residence halls and
the Charleston area.
“I think it definitely needs to be
two buses,” she said. “I really agree
it needs to be a community bus as
well.”
Another change students can

look for is the eventual elimination
of Mattoon from the route.
“Students who want to go to
Mattoon will find a way,” Girten
said. “I kind of guess Mattoon will
fall by the way side eventually.”
After graduation in May, Girten
hopes to get a job in political sci-

ence in New York.
Even Girten herself admits: “It
really is kind of amazing, (how fast
the shuttle came to campus).”
For these outstanding contributions to Eastern, The Daily Eastern
News selected Girten as Person of
the Year.

and always tragic, tradition of
solving difficult international
crises with bombs and missiles. If
we are to survive as a civilization,
we must find creative, nonviolent
responses to the world’s crises
that do not further the cycles of
violence.

would be homeless. This could be
one of us someday. As part of
Alternative Spring Break, I
became involved in a society that
doesn’t care what you look like
where you come from, or what
you wear. I worked by serving
food to those less fortunate than
me, talking with my new friends
and helping these people get back
on their fee again and headed
back in the right direction. I don’t
know what it’s like to be homeless, but I volunteered my time to
help those less fortunate than me.
Hey! Patricia Mary Burns!
Maybe you should volunteer your
time in a homeless shelter or on
the next alternative Spring Break
to Atlanta and see first-hand what
it is like. I commend the Habitat
for Humanity for trying to portray homelessness this way. It
won’t be the real thing unless
someday you are homeless and
feel you have no where to turn.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
Brute force is not
the solution in Kosovo
I am writing to express my
concern about the bombing in
Yugoslavia by NATO forces, of
which our forces are a major part.
It is not that I am not aware of
the serous violations of human
rights of the Albanian Muslim
community by the Yugoslav government, military and police. Yet,
the NATO bombings have turned
a very bad situation into a disastrous one.
NATO has undertaken the
bombing without UN Security
Council approval. This is a violation of the UN Charter. This charter is probably the world’s only
safety net to save any nation or
group of nations from its own
foolishness, meanness and downright insanity. For NATO to circumvent it will have grave consequences for the future of world
peace, which is fragile enough as
it is.
For those who say “but we
must do something,” I can only

respond that we simply have to
use our creativity to find solutions other than brute force. The
cost of the ones stealth bomber
that we have lost in the conflict
was $1 billion alone. What is $1
billion was spent on nonviolent
efforts?
What might some of these
nonviolent efforts be? Several are
outlined in a recent statement of
the Fellowship of Reconciliation,
an organization more than 75
years old, which works internationally for peaceful settlement of
conflict. They include such things
as urging the International War
Crimes Tribunal in The Hague to
indict Milosevic for his war
crimes and crimes against humanity in Bosnia, Croatia and Kosovo
and issue an international warrant
for his arrest. Also, realizing that
Milosevic would be powerless
without his soldiers and Special
Police and noting that most of the
Yugoslav soldiers and Special
Police are young men who were
drafted into their present unhappy
positions, NATO might offer temporary political asylum to all

Serb soldiers, policemen or
potential inductees as well as any
KLA soldiers who presented
themselves at any international
border. FOR believes we see massive desertions from the Yugoslav
military and police. If NATO
really wanted to get creative, special airfields and ports could be
designated in Macedonia or
Greece where Yugoslav Air Force
pilots and Navy captains could
desert with their aircraft or boats.
This better use of American and
European tax dollars would save
the lives of many Serbs, Kosovars
and Americans, creating set of
refugees far different from he
group now suffering.
A complete copy of this statement can be found at
www.forusa.org or by contacting
me at cfrms@eiu.edu. I urge you
to read it and contact President
Clinton and Secretary Albright
demanding that we at least call a
temporary cease fire so that all
parties can begin to ponder new
ways of solving this conflict. As a
nation and as a world, we cannot
afford to follow the time honored,

Rosemary Schmalz
mathematics department

Shantytown critics
should get involved
I have been reading the letters
in the paper about Shantytown
and how it doesn’t portray what it
is like to be homeless. Of course
it doesn’t portray what it is really
like to be homeless, but Habitat
for Humanity isn’t trying real
hard to show what it can be like!
I went to Atlanta for Alternative
Spring Break and worked firsthand in soup kitchens with homeless, I leaned who these people
are that society calls homeless.
Many are college educated, have
great jobs, a loving family and
never thought that someday they

Kimberly Elkin
senior environmental biology major
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Residents oppose city plan
Paving Edgar Drive to Fourth Street would move homes
By Christy Kilgore
City editor

Some Charleston residents are
concerned about the possible extension of Edgar Drive to Fourth Street
as part of Charleston’s Comprehensive plan.
About 80 Charleston residents
attended a public meeting Monday
to discuss the Charleston Comprehensive Plan regarding the improvement of certain areas of town and the
addition of new areas for community
use.
Nearly a third of those in attendance had concerns about the possible extension of Edgar Drive to
Fourth Street to provide another eastwest thoroughfare for Charleston on
the south side of town.
Some residents, especially those
who live on the Eighth Street Circle,
objected to the idea of the extension,
as their homes would be needed to be
removed to provide for the new
street.
The group said there were already
enough east-west roads to provide
for sufficient transportation across
the south side of town.

$3.00
pitchers

City Manager Bill Riebe reminded attendees of the meeting that the
proposals for the city are only ideas
at this point.
“We’re not going to start construction tomorrow,” Riebe said.
One idea the group has was to utilize the existing Roosevelt and Taft
Avenues to provide for east-west
transportation.
After the initial meeting of the
residents, where Jim Klausmeier, of
Pflum, Klausmeier and Gehrum, a
consulting firm from Indianapolis,
presented general information about
the Comprehensive Plan, the audience split into groups where they discussed specific areas of the plan.
These areas include general, civic
business district, established neighborhoods, historic corridor, newer
neighborhoods, commercial corridors, industrial area, school influence
areas, greenway corridors and a university influence area.
The university influence area
group, consisting of about 10
Charleston residents, discussed general, economic, land use, housing,
transportation, infrastructure and
facilities, open space and aesthetics

issues concerning the part of the plan
that both Eastern and the city would
work on together.
Under the university influence
area, some general issues the city
planning policy states the city wishes
to coordinate city and Eastern planning and development efforts and
coordinate city and Eastern services,
such as police, fire and emergency
medical services.
The group of residents that
formed to discuss said it did not have
a problem with the cooperation of
the city and Eastern, as long as the
city does not ignore taxpayer and resident concerns and put the university
before the residents.
In housing policies, the city policy states some goals as creating new
on-campus housing clusters with
convenient access to university facilities and to discourage the further
conversions of off-campus single
family residences for student housing.
The group agreed with these policies, and further added that university bought housing outside of campus
reduces the tax base for Charleston
residents.

The Daily Eastern News

For Sigma

Pi

Last Call

information call
Matt Brown at 345-7468
or Brian O’Hara at 581-3396
carryout
only

$2.99

1-item medium

4/27

have it delivered for $.50 more
extra items $.99

348-5454
We got wings!
Friends
Hot wings only 25¢ each
&Co
(dine-in only)

$2 Import
Bottles

EVERY TUESDAY!
served with ranch dressing
(regularly basket of 6 for $3.00)

KITCHEN IS OPEN!
monday - thursday 7pm-11pm - friday - saturday 5pm-11pm

WED is OPEN MIC NIGHT!
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Financial aid candidates chosen
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor

Four candidates have begun
their on-campus interviews as part
of the search for the director of
financial aid.
Brent Gage, chair of the search
committee, said four candidates
have been chosen for on-campus
interview. The four candidates are
Suzanne Carlson, director of financial aid at the University of
Wisconsin-Stout, Dorothy Body,
director of financial aid at the
University of Maryland Eastern
Shores, Jone Zieren, Eastern’s acting director of financial aid and

John Fish, director of financial aid
at Vincennes University in Indiana.
Carlson had on-campus interviews Friday and Body had oncampus interviews Monday.
Zieren’s on-campus interviews will
be conducted Thursday and Fish
will be on campus for interviews
Friday, Gage said.
Gage said he was pleased with
the quality of the applicants for the
position.
“I am very happy with the quality of the (candidate) pool,” he said.
He said the final decision about
who will fill the position will be
made by Frank Hohengarten, dean
of enrollment management.

Last jazz combo concert
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor

This evening’s jazz concert, the
final concert of the year, is the last
chance students have to see all
three combos in a different atmosphere.
The concert will begin at 7:30
p.m. in the Rathskeller of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Michael Stryker, director of the
jazz combos, said the Rathskeller
is a different atmosphere; it’s
more relaxed and all three combos
play.
Stryker said the combos perform usually once a semester in
the Rathskeller and it is different from a Dvorak Concert Hall
performance where normally
one or two combos will perform.
Stryker said the year has gone
really well, and he has been
pleased with the way all the com-

bos and big bands have performed.
He said he wants the last concert to cap off the year in a positive way and he hopes his students
continue improving.
The concert will be “Fun,”
Stryker said, there is “a whole mix
of standards and some original
compositions.”
Some standards are “Shadow
of Your Smile,” “Invitation,” “A
Foggy Day,” “Song For My
Father” and “There Will Never Be
Another You.” Contemporary
pieces include “For Jan,” and
“Let’s Eat.”
The concert will be a farewell
performance to Gordon Jackson,
graduate assistant, and David
Jolley, senior music major, who
will head off to Butler
University to pursue his master’s
degree.
The concert is free and open to
the public, and Stryker said snacks
and pop will be served.

The search committee is responsible for gathering information
about the candidates and turning it
over to Hohengarten, Gage said.
“We just list the strengths and
weaknesses and try to coordinate
the gathering of information from
the interviews,” he said.
Applicants for the position were
required to a master’s degree and at
least 10 years of experience in
financial aid with five years of managerial or supervisory experience,
according to the advertisement in
The
Chronicle
of
Higher
Education.
Gage said salary for the position
is negotiable.

Tea time
By Amber White

Great Apartments
Now Leasing for 99-2000
*
*
*
*

Staff writer

The monthly International Tea
reception will run in conjunction with
an art display promoting cultural diversity at the Tarble Arts Center today.
The reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. and is conjoining with the PreColombian Art of Western Mexico
display. The reception also will preview Japanese art in the 17th
International Children’s Exhibition.
The Pre-Colombian Art of
Western Mexico will be displayed n
the Brainard Gallery and the
Children’s Exhibition will be in the
main galleries.
Every month, more than 60-70
people attend the reception. This
month there should be a bigger
turnout, Barua said.
The event is free and open to the
public. For more information contact
the International Students Office at
581-7257.

* Central Air
Balconies & Patios
Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people * Reasonable utilities
* 24 hour maintenance
Furnished
* Free off- street parking
Laundry Facilities
* swimming pool and sun deck

LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS
(ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL)

345-6000

2219 S. 9TH ST. APT#17

All New Releases
$12.88
Tuesday - Friday
Crannberries - Bury the Hatchet
Ruff Ryders-Ryde or Die Compilation
Naughty by Nature - Nineteen

Naughty
Ben Folds Five - Biography of Reinhold Messner
Dawsons Creek - T.V. Soundtrack
Lil Soldiers - Boot Camp
Tom Waints - Mule Variations
Fifteen - Lucky
Eric Benet - A Day in the Life

Interview Tips for Educators

ow

TODAY

Education majors - receive information on
what to expect and how to prepare for an
educational interview.
DON’T MISS IT!!
Sponsored by Career Services
SSB-Rm. 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu

Cinnamon & Cherry

N
l
l

Ca

Large
1 Topping
$4.99
DOMINO'S
PIZZA

7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Charleston-Mattoon Room - Union

!

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP

348-1626

Domino’s Pizza
677 lincoln ave.
* Offer Expires May 6th

Classifiedadvertising
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Help wanted

Help wanted

Help wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
________________________5/3
Opening
for
Executive
Director/Camp Director of nonprofit organization serving the
developmentally disabled and
their families. Must have strong
management skills. Full time
position.
Benefits.
Responsibilities include summer
camping program, year round
recreation program and other services to the special populations.
Must be able to fund raise, budget, hire & supervise staff, schedule, arrange transportation, work
closely with the community. Send
resume and letter of application to
P.O. Box 866, Charleston, IL
61920.
________________________5/3
SUMMER
JOB/PERMANENT
JOB. We’ve got both! Real World
Work Experiance. VIA America’s
leading Staffing Service. Express
Personal Services. Lake County(847)816-8422, Cook County(847)934-4300, Dupage County(630)493-0000.
_______________________4/30
EARLY BIRD!! EARLY BIRDS!!
The Daily Eastern News is hiring
circulation staff for summer & fall.
Early morning hours & dependability a must! Good pay!! Apply
in person at 1802 Buzzard or call
581-2812.
________________________5/3

Earn Some COOL CASH! With
These HOT SUMMER JOBS!
*Administrative
Assistants
*Customer Service *Data Entry
*General Office *Receptionists
*Accounting Clerks
LET US
KEEP YOU BUSY ALL SUMMER
LONG! Earn TOP PAY While you
expand your business skills! We
offer a variety of assignments with
Chicagoland’s Top Companies
CAREERS USA Schaumburg
(847) 843-2222. Lisle (630)9713333.
_______________________4/30
ATTENTION!
ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education and other majors. Gain
valuable experience by WORKING with adults and children with
developmental
disabilities.
FLEXIBLE
scheduling
for
EVENING, NIGHT, and WEEKEND shifts. Paid training is provided.
Apply at:
CCAR
Industries,
825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E.
________________________5/3
Full Time/Part Time positions
available to motivated, organized
people interested in working in a
16 bed group home serving individuals who have developmental
disabilities. Looking for a midnight
to eight, Medical Unit Director and
Activity Director. Requires a H.S.
diploma or GED. Apply in person
at 910 17th Street or call 3452922. Ask for Scott.
_______________________4/29
Accepting apps. for a rewarding
experience working with children.
The Graywood Foundation is
seeking individuals with integrity &
enthusiasm to work with special
children in a residential setting.
Part time weekday and weekend
shifts available at both Mattoon &
Charleston sites. Apply at 1550
Douglas Dr. Suite 206 8a-5p or
Send resume to P.O. Box 804
Charleston, IL 61920.
_______________________4/27
College Pro Painters is now hiring
painters and job site managers for
the summer; no experience necessary. Work in your home town
$7 - $10 per hour, call 1-888-2779787.
________________________5/3
Wanted: Mature upperclassmen
to be Peer Helpers Fall 1999.
Applications avaiable in 111 Blair
Hall. Completed applications due
by 4 p.m. May 7.
_______________________4/30
ATTENTION mature responsible
people! Janitorial/Housekeeping
Service intercession summer
positions open.
Teamwork.
GOOD pay avaliable to quality
persons. Call Peggy 345-6757.
_______________________4/28

Charleston School District technology position. Part-time flexible
hrs. Must be knowledgable &
comfortable w/ Macintosh &
Windows ‘95 operating systems.
Can set-up new systems, install
components, & software, and
troubleshoot
as
necessary.
Please send resume with references to Charleston School
District to 410 W. Polk Charleston.
Attn: Tech Position.
________________________5/3
TOP PAYING
OFFICE POSITIONS
IN CHICAGO OR THE SUBURBS
OVER SUMMER BREAK!
Paige Personnel Services
“The Office Staffing Specialists”
offer hundreds of immediate
office openings with top firms
in Chicago and the Suburbs!
$8.00-$15.00 PER HOUR
FULL-TIME OR PART TIME
You’ll find the right job in the right
location from one of our eleven
local offices: Stroke, Hinsdale
Emhurst, Rolling Meadows,
Vernon Hills, Mundelein, Crystal
Lake, Des Plaines, Orland Park,
Elgin, and Lisle. Call toll-free now
from school or visit our Web Site
www.paigepersonnel.com
1-888-55-PAIGE
(1-888-557-2443)
________________________5/3

Efficiency, parking, laundry.
Available Summer & Fall 99 &
Spring
2000.
Furnished.
$215/mo plus low utilities. Phone
348-1172.
________________________5/3
Summer 99 only 4 Bedroom.
Furnished, parking, laundry. 6
blocks North of Hardees.
$400/mo plus low utilities. Phone
348-1172.
________________________5/3
3 BR APT for 3 serious students.
Modern efficiency suite with 3
locking bedrooms, each with
phone and CATV outlets.
Economical rent @ $510 divided
by 3. Your total monthly cost
including rent, CIPS, water, local
phone and CATV should be under
$235 each. Apts. at 345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood.
________________________5/3
2 BR, 2 PERSONS. Priced under
the market at $440 per month for
12 months, furnished, water incl.,
laundry on-site, CATV incl. Call
for appt. 345-4489. C-21 Wood,
Jim Wood.
________________________5/3
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES. Just a few left. The best floorplan for 4 or 5, starting as low as
$184 each. Call for appt. 3454489, C-21 Wood, Jim Wood.
________________________5/3
Now leasing after June 1st. 6
bedroom house and 1 bedroom
apartment. Call anytime 3480006.
________________________5/3
5 BR house 1 block from union for
99-00. And 6 BR large house
available. Washer and dryer
included. 345-2038
________________________5/3
SUMMER STORAGE as low as
$30.00 per month. Ph. 348-7746.
________________________5/3
Nice, Clean 1 Bedroom apartment. Perfect for grad. students or
couples. Also unique 2 and 3
bedroom apartments. Close to
Campus. Come see what we
have, they won’t last much longer.
345-5088.
________________________5/3
NOW RENTING 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. $275-300 PER
MONTH. 348-1826.
_______________________4/28
Very unique 4BR Duplex, Old
Church Renovation, 2 blocks from
Old Main, 16’ Ceilings, balcony,
everything new. 348-0819.
________________________5/3
ANOTHER GREAT APARTMENT.
Two bedroom for 2 students close
to campus. Quiet building. May or
August
lease.
CAMPUS
RENTALS. 345-3100 between 39p.m.
_______________________4/30

A VARIETY OF 1 BEDROOM
AND EFFICIENCIES.
C-21
Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
________________________5/3
2 bedroom house, avail. Aug,
range, ref. NO PETS 345-7286
________________________5/3
1,2 & 3 bedroom student apts,
great loc., great cond, trash pickup & parking, some with laundry,
No Pets 345-7286.
________________________5/3
3 bedroom furnished apt. Avail
Aug. Good location, great cond.
laundry, No Pets. 345-7286.
________________________5/3
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. Quiet serious students
only. Summer only. $145/month.
Most utilities included.
AC.
Kitchen privileges. One block
from campus. Diane, 345-7266
after 5p.m.
________________________5/3
Summer Only. Large 2 Bedroom
Apt. Also 1 efficiency close to
campus, quiet neighborhood.
$240/person 345-7678.
_______________________4/27
Large 3 bedroom house for girls.
Near Old Main on 7th Street.
Furnished, all appliances. 3488406.
________________________5/3
NOW on the square large apartment w/ loft and sky light.
4=$215, 3=$287. Water, trash
and heat pd. Call 348-7733.
_______________________4/29

2 BR Apts., 2 blks from Campus,
C/A available July and Aug. 99.
Call after 5:00p.m. 345-9636.
________________________5/3
3BR house Fully Furinshed.
Close to EIU. 345-2516.
_______________________4/30
LARGE 4BR APT 202 1/2 6th
CARPETED A/C NICE KITCHEN
WASHER DRYER GOOD PARKING. AVAILIBLE NOW OR FALL
SEMESTER.
LEASE
AND
DEPOSIT REQUIRED 345-7522
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462.
________________________5/3
NICE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 908
VAN BUREN. CENTRAL AIR
WASHER DRYER, OFF STREET
PARKING 348-0927
________________________5/3
SEITSINGER RENTAL HOUSE.
1074 10th St. 2-4 girls needed for
summer only, completely furnished, call 345-7136/
________________________5/3
2 or 3 female students needed for
beautiful apartment. Loft bedrooms, sun deck, A/C, completely
furnished. Trash and water included in rent. Call 348-0819 for
details. Leave message.
________________________5/3
STORAGE - summer units available. Will-Stor. 345-7286.
_______________________4/30
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News. Ads can be placed
in Buzzard Hall.
____________________OO/HA

FUN SUMMER JOBS
“YOU’RE HIRED!”
Have a hot summer
earning cold cash as a
REMEDY TEMPORARY
Pick your job, name your
hours, work close to home
and make excellent wages.
Many position available:
Secretary, Word Processor,
Clerical Support, warehouse and factory.
Call our Chicago Offices
for an appointment:
Naperville to Oak Brook:
630-369-3399
Itasca/Schaumburg Area:
630-467-0400
Deerfield and No Suburbs:
847-506-3100
Niles/Skokie/Evanston/O’Hare:

847-470-0970
SW Chicago/So. Suburbs:
708-599-0770
Kane/DeKalb/Kendall Co:
630-513-0197
Elgin:
847-622-0500
Downtown Chicago:
312-630-9090

Is smarty pants leaving
you behind?
Tell him or her how much you
will miss them with a
Graduation Personal in The
Daily Eastern News!!
Personals will appear Monday,
May 3rd.
Deadline is 2 pm April 28th.
Name:___________________ Phone:_____
Address:______________________________
Message:______________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Bring to Student Publications
1802 Buzzard

Special #2
Special #1
1x2 Ad
NO PHOTO
$8
30 Words or
Less

1x3 Ad
WITH PHOTO
$12
15 Words or
Less

For Rent
STUDENT APTS., 1,2 and 3 bedroom, great location, nice apts,
good
condition,
reasonably
priced, off-street parking, some
with laundry, No Pets. 345-7286
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL ‘99. 1, 2,
& 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
EXTRA NICE APT FOR 2 PERSONS. FURNISHED WITH LOFT
BEDROOM 3 BLOCKS FROM
EIU CAMPUS. $440/MONTH.
CALL HOWARD. 348-7653.
________________________5/4
McArthur Manor apartments. 2
bedroom furnished. No pets. Call
345-2231.
________________________5/4
1, 2, 3, BEDROOM APTS. AVAILABLE.
CALL OLDETOWNE.
345-6533.
________________________5/4
Two bedroom apartment, large,
nicely decorated, starting summer
semester. 741 6th St. $420. Call
581-7729 or 345-6127.
________________________5/3
Fall 3 Bdrm house 1810 Johnson.
Call 348-5032.
________________________5/3

CampusClips
KAPPA ALPHA PSI. Pancake Social on Tuesday at 8p.m. in
Thomas Basement. Come and enjoy food and fun with the Theta
Gamma Nupes.
TRIO/STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES. Tutor Training on April 27,
1999 at 6:30p.m. in the TRIO Computer Lab, 3011-9th Street Hall.
BAPTIST COLLEGIATE MINISTRIES. Bible Study on Tue., April 27
at 6:00p.m. in the Shelbyville Room in MLK Union. All welcome.
Questions call Jennifer @ 581-5648.
CIRCLE K. Meeting on 4-27-99 at 7:00p.m. in Martinsville Room.
We are going to Sarah Bush to deliver flowers!
PEOPLE ORGANIZED FOR WOMEN’S EQUALITY AND RIGHTS.
Meeting/Pizza Night on April 27 at 6p.m. at 34 Elliot. If you have any
questions call Ellen or John.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on 4/27/99 at 12:05p.m. at
the Newman Chapel on the corner of 9th & Lincoln.
ROTC. APFT-Record PT TEST on Wednesday, April 28 at 0530 in
TARBLE ARTS FIELD. UNIFORM: GRAY PT TOP, SHORTS,
SWEATSUIT, AND RUNNING SHOES. WEIGH IN IMMEDIATELY
FOLLOWING THE RUN.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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Senior Day at Williams Field
Softball team closes out home season with OVC twin-dip
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer

After a very successful 4-0 weekend on the road for the softball team,
the Panthers return for the last home
game of the season where they will
once again face conference rival
Austin Peay.
Eastern swept Austin Peay 8-0
and 7-0 Sunday and the team is looking for a good final performance
today on its home field in its last conference match up of the regular season.
“We’re just looking to play Austin
Peay as well as we did this weekend
and take advantage,” head coach
Lloydene Searle said. “We have the
opportunity to have one of the last
games at home where the seniors will
be recognized by their teammates as
well as their fans for their accomplishments.”
Stepping out on Williams Field
for the last time will be pitchers
Amanda Perjenski and Stacy Siebert,
catcher Amy Kukman, and utility
player Nicole Ktistou.
Perjenski came away with a five
inning no-hitter on Saturday and
although this is her first year with the
Panthers, pitching her last game
today will also be emotional.

“I held back at first coming in, but
I hope that the experience has helped
the younger players and they will
have gained confidence that will be
with them for the next four years,”
Perjenski said.
According to Searle, this game
will be very positive for the seniors,
and although it will be an emotional
match-up, it’s a momentum getter
and everyone is excited to get out
there and come together with the
seniors for the last time at home.
“When you’ve been here for four
years you’ve acquired friendship and
camaraderie with the players and
there’s associations they’ve formed at
Eastern,” Searle said, “it isn’t the
record or the wins and losses they’ll
remember – they’ll remember the
moments.”
Searle said the game also has significance for the freshmen.
“They have a year under their belt
and they put together a good year and
it’ll be emotional for them because
they got to know the seniors and have
had the opportunity to learn from the
veterans,” Searle said.
Although Tuesday marks the last
home games, the focus will still be on
a win and playing to their potential.
“It is always a team thing,”
Perjenski said. “We’re going to go

out and play hard because a lot of
people, even some of the players,
have the aspect that we’re not a good
team. We want to prove at the last
home game that we’re as good as we
were in this weekend’s play.”
The tremendous effort that the
Panthers put into the weekend play is
how they want their season to be
reflected on throughout the year.
Despite the more competitive teams
that they faced earlier in the season,
many of the players feel that their
record does not show their full capabilities and potential.
“We’re going to make every effort
to do (what we did this weekend)
again,” Searle said. “We started out
playing tough teams, but our momentum is up and this game is very
important for us.”
She said the team is looking to
learn as much as possible before the
conference tournament, and it is
always an advantage to be at home.
Searle is optimistic as the confernece tournament approaches and said
the team is peaking at the right time.
“We’re going to prove our potential and go out and get the wins,”
Perjenski said.
“Our confidence level is very
high, so we’re gong to play hard and
don’t hold off.”

Aldrich
from Page 12
There was something else she
was expected to do – lead the
team after the departure of
Barbora
Garbova.
While
Aldrich-Franklin came through
with the leadership, she quickly
learned what life was like without Garbova’s help. Now seen as
the main scoring threat, she was
often in the middle of double and
triple teams.
“(Before), if the defense tried
to stop Barb, that left me open,”
Aldrich-Franklin said. “And if
they tried to stop me, then Barb
was open.”
Even when Aldrich-Franklin
wasn’t open thanks to the double
and triple teams, teammates still
tried to pass into her – that’s
something she knows can’t hap-

Combes
from Page 12
“He had tremendous exposure
nationally last year which elevated him this year,” McCausland
said. “When you get exposure
like that it raises your level of
competition.”
Now that the season is over,
Combes can look back at one part

pen next year.
“The coaches put pressure on
the guards to get the ball into me
and if they took a shot, they
knew they had better make it,”
Aldrich-Franklin said.
In order to combat the defensive pressure for her senior season, Aldrich-Franklin knows
what she needs to work on.
“This summer, my focus is
on being more versatile,” she
said. “I want to be able to play
more on the outside as well on
the inside.”
After finishing the season as
the OVC Player of the Year runner-up, claiming that honor in
her final year is also tops on the
list.
“I think the main reason I lost
out is because of the team
record,” Aldrich-Franklin said.
“Some people said ‘sure, she can
score 20 points, but can she lead
the team to a winning record?’”
embedded in his memory.
“That last match against
Purdue. I was there and I had a
chance to win it,” Combes said.
“I remember the way I felt after
the match.
“That whole tournament I
was in the zone, but that match, I
remember everything about it.
Probably because it was the last
match, but I remember the way I
felt and everything that happened.”

Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News

Sublessors

Lost & Found

Personals

Personals

Personals

Personals

2 Bedroom apts. Fully furnished
across from Buzzard Building.
Just Call 348-0157 for appointment.
________________________5/4
Sublessors needed for summer. 2
bedroom apartment close to campus. Furnished 348-6603.
_______________________4/30
Sublessor needed for Summer
(May-Aug) Close to park and campus. House, washer/dryer, trash
included. Own Room. 200/month
and utilities very cheap. Cal Carl
at 345-9178.
_______________________4/30
Sublessor needed for summer. 5
bdrm 2 bath house close to campus. Own room, 1 roommate.
Washer/dryer.
$187.50/mo.
+power. Call Megan 345-5040.
_______________________4/27
Sublessor needed for Summer
(May-Aug). Own room of 2 bedroom Apt. Very close to campus.
$200/month plus utilities. A/C.
Call 348-6517.
_______________________4/27
Two bedroom large apartment to
sublease
in
Park
Place
Apartments.
Rent negotiable.
Please call 348-1332.
________________________5/3
2 BDR $490 per month. Cable
paid, close to campus call 3459563 or 581-3308.
_______________________4/28
Sublessors needed for summer. 4
bdrm avail. AC, Washer & Dryer
inclu. Call 348-9274.
_______________________4/30
3 Bedroom Furnished house available summer ‘99. Washer & Dryer.
Trash included. Price negotiable.
345-4190.
________________________5/3
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED. NICE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS .
RENT NEGOTIABLE. LEAVE
MESSAGE AT 345-3553.
________________________5/3
Female roommated needed ASAP
for SU 99. Beautiful apt. on
square. Own bedroom. Loft.
$200/mo. A/C. Call 348-1085.
_______________________4/30
Sublesoor needed for summer. 1
bedroom apt. close to campus.
$290/month. Trash inlcuded 3485065.
_______________________4/30

Found: Black & White look like
collie puppy w/ flea collar. 3455365.
_______________________4/30

10 Tans for $25. We’ll get you
tanned for summer at Tropi-tan.
348-8263.
________________________5/4
SUMMER STORAGE as low as
$30.00 per month. Ph. 348-7746.
________________________5/3
KAPPA DELTA would like to invite
interested women to their informational on Wed. April 28 from 78:30 pm at the KD house (1008
Greek Ct.). We hope to see you
there!
_______________________4/28
Delta Zeta- Get ready for Senior
Send-off! Tonight @ 9:00!
_______________________4/27
Congratulations to Stacey Wolf of
Kappa Delta for getting pinned to
Mark Walton of Sigma Phi
Epsilon. We love you both and
are sooooo happy for you!
_______________________4/27
The Ladies of Tri Sigma would like
to thank the men of Sigma Pi for
participating in the Slam ‘n’ Jam
Slam Dunk Contest!
_______________________4/27

Horseboarding. Six miles east of
Charleston. New Facility. Caring
Owners. 217-349-8263.
________________________5/3
Congratulations Kelly Fairchild of
Kappa Delta on getting lavaliered
to Jim McHugh of Beta Theta Pi at
Wabash College. Love, Bridget.
_______________________4/27
Congratulations and thank you to
all the fraternities who participated in the 3rd Annual Sigma Slam
‘n’ Jam. Love the Ladies of Tri
Sigma.
_______________________4/27
Congrats to Brandy Brenwall of Tri
Sigma on receiving sister of the
month. Love, your sisters.
_______________________4/27
Monica, you were a great date. I
had an awesome time at TKE
Formal and I will miss you, JR.
_______________________4/27
Congratulations to Erin Kraatz of
Tri Sigma on your engagement to
Mike McDonough of Delta Sigma
Phi. Love, your sisters.
_______________________4/27

Congratulations to Julie Ferguson
of Sigma Kappa for getting lavaliered by Adam Pudik of Sigma Pi.
Love, your sisters.
_______________________4/27
Hooch and Lori, I am happy that
you went to TKE Formal. I really
didn’t want Melissa to hi jack the
bus. I’ll miss you, JR.
_______________________4/27
Kara Kessel of Tri Sigma: you
may not be TKE sweetheart, but
you will always be my sweet heart.
I’ll miss you, JR.
_______________________4/27
Sig Eps-I loved being your sweetheart, & I am so proud to have
represented such an outstanding
group of men. Thank you for
everything. I’ll miss you! Love,
Christine.
_______________________4/27
Congratulations to the new
SIGMA KAPPA ALUM on going
through Order of the Triangle. We
will miss you all! Love, your sisters.
_______________________4/27

Congratulations to the women of
SIGMA KAPPA for winning 1st
Overall in Greek Week 1999!
We’re Back!
_______________________4/27
Kelly Rice and Lynne Matysik of
Iota Eta Pi you rock!!! EIU LOVE
Krista.
_______________________4/27
Megan Giman of Sigma KappaCongrats on getting lavaliered to
Chad Higgins of Delta Chi.
_______________________4/27
Read Zack’s new best seller:
“BBQing in your dorm room.”
_______________________4/29

Lost & Found
Keys found contact Becky 5815944.
_______________________4-27

Roommates
One or two female roommates
needed for 99-00 school year.
Nice 3 bedroom apt., very close to
campus. If interested call Tricia at
345-4643 or Vanessa & Neli at
581-3073.
_______________________4/27

For Sale
Wooden Loft-excellent condition,
shelf space, storage-$100 o.b.o
581-5559.
_______________________4/30
Printer and SVGA Monitor $60
each. Call Ivan Temesvari 3485064.
_______________________4/30
Matching couch and Loveseat
$50. Guitar and Amp. $100. 5815383.
_______________________4/29
1980 Chevy Malibu. 87,000 original miles.
Driven by Senior
Citizen. $600 will negotiate price.
Phone 348-5826.
_______________________4/28
Selling: 33x19 New Dorm Size
Frig-$180, Quality Loft $75. If
interested call Paul-581-3795.
_______________________4/30
Trek 930 Mountain bike for $250
OBO. Great condition. Call Joe
@ 581-3669.
_______________________4/30
Rug for sale good condition. 9 x
12. Call 581-2777.
________________________5/3
2 couches, 1 chair, and carpet 20’
x 25’. $20 o.b.o. Call Scott @
581-5688.
_______________________4/28
Loft and couch $50. Call 5813630.
_______________________4/28
SENIORS
GRADUATING!
EVERYTHING
MUST
GO!
DRESSER $40, COMPUTER
DESK $15, FULL BED $20,
COUCH-BED
$100
O.B.O,
MICROWAVE $25, KITCHEN
TABLE AND CHAIRS $20, COFFEE TABLE-FREE! 348-1867.
_______________________4/30
Do you have too much stuff to
drag home this summer? Sell it in
the Daily Eastern News. Its worth
something to someone.
____________________OO/HA

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Announcements
Coles County Pawn 4th and
Madison. Newly enlarged Adult
Room
XXX
Movies-ToysNovelties.
Herbal Smoking
Products, and Body Jewelry. 3453623
________________________5/3

BY MIKE PETERS
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Hogs to be reckoned with

Mandy Marshall / Staff photographer
Offensive linemen Tim Waskow, Dan Fellows, Matt Muehling and Matt Gehrig are just four of the players that are expected to make up a much improved line for the 1999 season.

Hopes are high for big boys on offensive line to bring home the bacon in ‘99
By Matt Wilson
Staff writer

With five junior college transfers
coming in the fall and two seniors
returning, Panther football head
coach Bob Spoo is expecting his
offensive line to resemble the one
from the 1995 playoff team – big.
All the junior transfers that are
coming are around the 300-pound
range and head coach Bob Spoo does
not know where they will fit in.
“They’re going to be juniors in
college so they’re going to be right in
the thick of things,” Spoo said.
“Where they end up remains to be
seen.”
Spoo said the last time the
Panthers have had an offensive line
like this was during the 1995 season

Tippin’ the scales
The 1998 heavy hogs (300-plus)
Steve Marcinowski (300 lb.)
Ryan Shuff (300 lb.)
Brian Frana (300 lb.)
Ramie Lantz (300 lb.)

‘99s bigger and better version
Alistair Andre (305 lb.)
Dave Carlson (330 lb.)
Corey Easley (335 lb.)
Brian Frana (300 lb.)
Matt Shober (310 lb.)
Scott Verfuth (304 lb.)
when Lemont Clark took charge of
building holes for running backs
Willie High and Chris Hicks, and
pass protecting for Pete Mauch.
Interim offensive line head coach

Charlie Roche was part of that big
offensive line, as he was a senior in
‘95. Roche took over the offensive
line when Ben Norton left earlier this
semester to take a position at Sam
Houston State. Roche said the offensive line right now is as good as it was
four years ago, with a couple of guys
reaching the 320-pound mark.
Spoo said the final decision on
who the permanent offensive line
coach is will be made soon.
Roche has gained the respect of
his lineman after he was moved from
offensive assistant to the interim
offensive line coaching position.
“That’s one of the best moves
they’ve made,” sophomore center
Matt Muehling said. “Having worked
with him last year, it will not be that
much of a change to work under him.

He knows his X’s and O’s better than
anybody else.”
Eastern might not have Clark this
season, but what it does have is a
group of offensive line seniors ready
to lead the charge to the playoffs.
Junior offensive tackles Tim Waskow
and Brian Frana, along with tight end
Seth Willingham will be returning for
their final year in the fall.
Another difference on the offensive line heading into the fall will be
depth. Both Spoo and Roche hope to
have two full lines of capable kids,
which will help out a team that has a
12-game schedule with no byes.
“We will be two-deep across and
three-deep across in some positions,
and that will push the No. 1 guys
because they know they have competition beneath them,” Roche said.

Buffalo Grove
(847) 808-5700

Going down the home stretch of
the conference season last year,
Waskow and sophomore center Matt
Gehrig both went down with seasonending injuries. But Roche said both
Waskow and Gehrig have fully recovered from their injuries and will be
ready for the fall season.
“They have certainly made an
impact this spring,” Roche said.
“They have made great strides and
are at full speed.”
With the 12-game schedule, a key
for the line will be to have good conditioning before the season starts.
“They had a good off-season program where they gained strength and
agility,” Spoo said. “We also tried to
improve on our big guys and have
them move their feet more and develop better body control.”

Rolling Meadows
(847) 981-8140

Downer’s Grove
(630) 241-9455
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Lyons is on a tear

Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR
Today
3 p.m. – Softball vs. Austin Peay at
Williams Field (2).
3 p.m. – Baseball at IUPU Indianapolis

Wednesday
5:30 p.m. – Baseball at Bradley (2)

NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
GB
Miami
29 14
–
Orlando
29 17
1.5
Philadelphia
25 19
4.5
New York
23 21
6.5
Boston
18 27 12.0
Washington
16 28 13.5
New Jersey
14 30 15.5
Central Division
Indiana
29 16
–
Atlanta
28 17
1.0
Detroit
24 20
4.5
Milwaukee
24 20
4.5
Charlotte
22 21
6.0
Toronto
22 22
6.5
Cleveland
21 22
7.0
Chicago
12 33 17.5
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
GB
Utah
34 10
–
San Antonio
31 12
2.5
Houston
27 17
7.0
Minnesota
22 23 12.5
Dallas
15 29 19.0
Denver
14 30 20.0
Vancouver
8 37 26.5
Pacific Division
Portland
32 11
–
L.A. Lakers
27 18 6.0
Phoenix
23 21 9.5
Sacramento
22 22 10.5
Seattle
21 23 11.5
Golden State
19 25 13.5
L.A. Clippers
9 35 23.5
*Late games not included
Monday’s Results
Miami at Cleveland
New York at Charlotte
L.A. Lakers at Houston
Washington at Milwaukee
Chicago at Dallas
Phoenix at Utah
*Denver at Portland
*Sacramento at Golden St.
*San Antonio at L.A. Clippers
Today’s Games
Charlotte at Toronto, 6 p.m.
Detroit at Boston, 6 p.m.
Cleveland at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Miami at New Jersey, 7 p.m.
Orlando at Indiana, 7 p.m.
Vancouver at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Sacramento, 9:30 p.m.
Utah at Seattle, 9:30 p.m.

Monday’s Results
Carolina at Boston
Toronto at Philadelphia
Colorado at San Jose
Tuesday
Ottawa at Buffalo, 7 p.m.
New Jersey at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.
Phoenix at St. Louis, 7:30 p.m.
Dallas at Edmonton, 9:30 p.m.
Detroit at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 28
Carolina at Boston, 7 p.m.
Toronto at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
San Jose at Colorado, 10 p.m.
Thursday, April 29
Buffalo at Ottawa, 7 p.m.
Anaheim at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Edmonton at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
Friday, April 30
Philadelphia at Toronto, 7 p.m.,
Pittsburgh at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.
Boston at Carolina, 7:30 p.m.
St. Louis at Phoenix, 10:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 1
Ottawa at Buffalo, 7:30 p.m.
Colorado at San Jose, 7:30 p.m.
Dallas at Edmonton, 10:30 p.m.
Sunday, May 2
New Jersey at Pittsburgh, 2 p.m.
Phoenix at St. Louis, 2 p.m.
Detroit at Anaheim, 3 p.m.
Carolina at Boston, 7:30 p.m.
Toronto at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.
Monday, May 3
Buffalo at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.
Edmonton at Dallas, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, May 4
Philadelphia at Toronto, 7 p.m.,
Pittsburgh at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.
Boston at Carolina, 7:30 p.m.
Anaheim at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
San Jose at Colorado, 9 p.m.
St. Louis at Phoenix, 10:30 p.m.

GB
2.5
4.5
5.5
6.0
GB
–
2.0
2.5
3.5

Men’s A
Lambda Chi Alpha 15, Sig Ep Purple 6
No Sticks 12, Delta Chi Black 2
Sigma Pi Purple 13, Sigma Chi Blue 11
Sigma Pi Gold 23, CF 6
Sigma Chi Gold 25, Delta Chi Red 6
Pike Gold 5, Lambda Chi Alpha 1
No Sticks 14, Freaks on Leash 11
Sig Ep Gold 9, Sigma Pi Purple 8
Sigma Chi Gold 21, Sigma Pi Gold 11

Men’s B
Five Year Plan 26, 316 24
The Jabronies 15, East Punk Allstars 11
Sig Ep Red over Etanimod by FF

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
Eastern League
NEW HAVEN RAVENS – Announced
RHP Brian Sweeney has been promoted to the club from Lancaster of the
California League and RHP Patrick
Dunham has been sent to Wisconsin of
the Midwest League.
Northern League
DULUTH-SUPERIOR DUKES –
Signed OF Bryan Warner.
FARGO-MOORHEAD REDHAWKS –
Re-signed C Chris Coste and RHP
George Schmidt.
Western League
CHICO HEAT – Placed LHP Hank
Sprinkle on the suspended list until
June 12.
SACRAMENTO STEELHEADS –
Signed INF Joe Fraser.
SONOMA COUNTY CRUSHERS –
Signed C Grant Fithian, C Brian Fox,
INF Scott Bethea and INF Rafael
Ozuna.
TRI-CITY POSSE – Released C
Jimmy Cooney. Agreed to terms with
LHP Will Flynt, C Jake Underwood and
C Jeremy Hubbard.
ZION PIONEERZZ – Signed INF
Roger Harris, RHP Ian Rand, RHP
Orin Kawahara and RHP Travis
Thurmond.
BASKETBALL
USA BASKETBALL – Named Britt
King assistant coach for the 1999
Women's World University Games
Team.
National Basketball Association
NBA – Fined Toronto F John Wallace
$5,000 and Indiana G Travis Best
$3,000 for flagrant fouls committed in a
game on April 25.
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS – Placed G

BASEBALL
OVC Standings
Conf.
Overall
Eastern Illinois
12-6
22-20
Austin Peay
9-5
23-18
Southeast Missouri
9-5
202
1
Eastern Kentucky 11-7
30-18
Murray State
9-6
26-17
Middle Tennessee 7-8
17-25
Morehead State
5-10 19-20
Tennessee Tech
6-12 15-26
Tennessee-Martin
3-12 13-31

Softball
OVC Standings
Conf.
Southeast Missouri 16-2
Morehead State
16-4
Middle Tennessee
17-5

Overall
26-15
26-15
36-20

2 Large,
2 Topping

00

$12.

Small,
3 Topping

99

$6.

+ tax

Not valid
with any other
offer.

Panhellinic and IFC Councils
would like to Congratulate all of the

Faculty/Staff
Of T he Month Winners:
Brian Poulter
David McGrady
Lou Hencken
Donal Sundheim
Ann Brownson
Rebecca Cook

Brevin Knight on the injured list.
Activated G Derek Anderson from the
injured list.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BALTIMORE RAVENS – Released S
Ralph Staten.
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS – Signed
DT Larry Smith.
Canadian Football League
CALGARY STAMPEDERS – Signed
WR Travis Moore to a two-year
contract.
HOCKEY
USA HOCKEY – Announced the resignation of Dave Ogrean, executive
director, to become deputy executive
director for marketing with
the United States Olympic Committee.
American Hockey League
ADIRONDACK RED WINGS –
Announced C Brian Bonin was recalled
by Pittsburgh Penguins.
COLLEGE
ASSUMPTION – Named Tom
Ackerman men's basketball coach.
BALL STATE – Named John
Fitzpatrick men's assistant basketball
coach.
GEORGIA – Announced that Michael
Hunt and Reggie Rankin, men's
assistant basketball coaches, will be
retained. Named James Holland
and Cameron Dollar men's assistant
basketball coaches.
MONMOUTH, N.J. – Announced the
resignation of Kevin Nickelberry,
men's assistant basketball coach,
effective July 1.
NEW YORK CITY TECH – Named Ray
Amalbert men's basketball coach.
NORTHWEST NAZARENE – Named
Mark Heleker men's tennis coach.
ST. FRANCIS, PA. – Announced G
Sam Sutton will not return to the
basketball team next season.
ST. JOHN'S – Withdrew its membership in the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Football Conference, effective
June 1, to become an NCAA Division
I-AA independent.
SOUTH ALABAMA – Announced the
resignations of Tommy Wade and Dale
Osbourne, men's assistant basketball
coaches.
VANDERBILT – Named Steve Shurina
men's assistant basketball coach.

ON THIS DAY
1956 – Rocky Marciano, undefeated
heavyweight champion, retired.
Marciano finished with a 49-0 record,
including six title defenses and 43
knockouts.
1968 – Jimmy Ellis won the world
heavyweight title with a 15-round decision over Jerry Quarry at Oakland,
Calif.This was the final bout of an eightman elimination tournament to fill
Muhammad Ali's vacated title.
1994 – Scott Erickson allowed the
most hits in the majors.

Baseball player looks to break
another record on road today
By Matt Wilson
Staff writer

When the Panther baseball team
travels to IUPU-Indianapolis for a 3
p.m. game today, Panther senior center fielder Sean Lyons has a chance to
receive another honor on the Eastern
squad.
As if being named to the All-Ohio
Valley Conference team for the past
three seasons and becoming
Eastern’s career hits leader with two
hits on Sunday to bring his total to
212, Lyons now has an opportunity to
become the leader in career doubles.
Lyons had four doubles over the
past weekend where Eastern took
two-of-three games from Austin
Peay, and he now has 11 on the season and 51 for his career. This is just
one away from tying the mark set by
Dan Leibovitz, from 1987-1990.
Besides the career hits record,
Lyons also shattered the career runs
record. His 172 career runs scored
surpassed the 160-mark set by one of
Lyons’ former teammates, Josh Zink.
When Panther head coach Jim
Schmitz completed his first year as
head coach at Eastern, Lyons was
completing his final year of playing
baseball for Byron High School. His
senior season, Byron made it all the
way to the state finals, and this is
where Schmitz discovered Lyons.
“He was not on our list, but what
he did show us was good bat speed,”
Schmitz said. “We did not know
where he was going to play, we
thought maybe third base.
Offensively we knew he was going to

do well, but we were really pleased
with the way he’s jumped in and been
a sensational outfielder.”
Lyons has proven that center field
is the correct position for him, as he
has only committed two errors this
season.
“When he is not successful, it
affects him,” Schmitz said. “Week in
and week out, he has shown us how
to play the game.”
And Lyons said being there in big
situations for the Panthers.
“Being a senior I looked like a
leader and they turn to me in clutch
situations,” Lyons said.
He also cranked out 13 homers
last season, which ranks him ninth on
the single season list. His four homers
this season bring his career total to
26, which places him in a fifth place
tie for career homers at Eastern.
Even with all of these records,
Schmitz said he doesn’t think Lyons
is totally pleased with what he’s done
his four years at Eastern. He said
Lyons and all the other seniors on the
Panther squad are driven toward the
same goal.
“I think Sean is more driven to
win the OVC championship because
that would be such an accomplishment,” Schmitz said.
Lyons agreed with Schmitz, saying individual goals are not important.
Eastern has already played IUPUIndianapolis once this season , as it
swept a doubleheader from at Monier
Field, taking game one 4-3 and cruising to a 19-5 victory in the second
game.

Panhellinic and IFC Councils
would like to Announce

Week of the Scholar:
April 26 th - 30 th

+ tax

Additional
Toppings $1.25
Not valid with
any other offer.

348-8282

29-20
18-26
22-29
11-31
4-40
5-31

Softball Playoff Results

COLLEGE
GB
–
1.0
2.5
2.5
8.5

12-8
11-9
12-12
3-14
2-17
2-20

INTRAMURALS

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W
L
GB
Atlanta
11
6
–
NY Mets
11 8
1.0
Philadelphia
10 8
1.5
Montreal
6 11
5.0
Florida
6 13
6.5
Central
W L
GB
St.Louis
11 6
–
Houston
9 8
2.0
Milwaukee
9 9
2.5
Pittsburgh
8 9
3.0
Chicago
7 9
3.5
Cincinnati
7 10
4.0
West
W L
GB
San Francisco
13 7
–
Arizona
11 8
1.5
Los Angeles
9 10
3.5
San Diego
8 10 4.0
Colorado
6 9
4.5
Today’s Games
San Francisco at Montreal, 6:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, 6:05 p.m.
Chicago at Florida, 6:05 p.m.
Los Angeles at Milwaukee, 6:05 p.m.
San Diego at New York, 6:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, 6:40 p.m.
Arizona at Houston, 7:05 p.m.
Colorado at St. Louis, 7:10 p.m.
Monday’s Results
Atlanta at Florida
Arizona at Houston

MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L
NY Yankees
12
5
Toronto
12
7
Boston
10 8
Tampa Bay
11 9
Baltimore
4 14
Central
W
L
Cleveland
12
5
Chicago
9
7
Detroit
8
10
Kansas City
6
10
Minnesota
7
12
West
W
L
Texas
11
8
Oakland
9 10
Seattle
8 10
Anaheim
7 11
Today’s Games
Kansas City at Baltimore, 6:05 p.m.

Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State

Tampa Bay at Chicago, 7:05 p.m.
Boston at Minnesota, 7:05 p.m.
New York at Texas, 7:35 p.m.
Toronto at Anaheim, 9:05 p.m.
Cleveland at Oakland, 9:05 p.m.
Detroit at Seattle, 9:05 p.m.
Monday’s Results
Boston at Minnesota
*Toronto at Anaheim
*Cleveland at Oakland
*Detroit at Seattle

NHL

Tuesday

-Faculty/Staff Appreciation Breakfast
-Gamma Sigma Alpha Initiation

Wednesday

-Educational at the Charleston/Mattoon Rm
-7-8 p.m. Freshman and Sophomores
-8-9 p.m. Juniors and Seniors

Thursday
&
Friday

-Recognition for Outstanding
Academic Achievements
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• Jackets & Scouts
• Clothing
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• There’s no need to shop
anywhere else
Open later until 7pm Monday-Thursday for
this special event!
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• EIU Souvenirs, Glassware, Mugs
• Hats
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no credit
or exchanges
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Athletes of the Year
These are Aldrich: A confident,
our picks: hard-working leader
deal with it
By Chad Merda
Sports editor

A

s if we even have to explain ourselves. But just to humor those out
there that are going to argue with
our selections for male and female
Athlete of The Year, here is some justification.
After going
through a
process so
sophisticated it
could not be
mentioned at
this point in
time, senior Tom
Combes and
Kyle Bauer
junior Leah
Associate sports editor
Aldrich were
email: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
chosen because
of the contributions they made to their respective teams
throughout the course of the season.
Let’s start with the female selection. This
one seemed to be the most obvious. To tell
you the truth, it was a no brainier.
No other female athlete even came close to
accomplishing what Aldrich had done in her
junior year.
Simply put, on many occasions, Aldrich
was the team. Five times she scored more than
30 points in a single contest. She broke
Eastern’s single game scoring record and
pretty much held the team together.
When Aldrich was out of the line-up, her
presence down low was missed. Often times
guards seemed tentative when she was
missing, but when she was there it was a
totally different story.
She drew double and triple teams throughout most of the season but still managed to
lead the Ohio Valley Conference in scoring.
Aldrich’s ability to carry the Panthers on
her back and just her presence on the court is
why she was chosen.
The male athlete was a little tougher to
choose. A case could be made for senior
tailback Justin Lynch, but when it came down
to it, Combes had the edge with his 26-7
overall record.
Of Combes’ seven losses, two came at the
NCAA National Tournament against the best
competition in the country.
He turned in one of the most impressive
individual performances of the year at that
National Tournament.
Combes showed he was at his best when
he was up against the best. The senior finished
3-2 at the NCAA’s – one win away from
reaching All-American status after a second
place finish in the NCAA East Regional
advanced Combes into the National
Tournament.
Head coach Ralph McCausland purposely
scheduled tough competition to prepare his
team for the NCAA’s – Eastern finished 4-8
after facing teams like Big Ten opponents
Purdue, Northwestern and Indiana as well as
Northern Iowa.
McCausland’s plan worked in Combes’
favor. Combes’ impressive record against top
competition and good showing in the NCAA’s
are why he is the Male Athlete of the Year.
Like it or not, these are the Athletes of the
Year, basically because we said so.
Without their presence, things would most
certainly have been different for the women’s
basketball team and wrestlers.

The mark of a good athlete can not only measured in statistical categories, but the
intangibles as well – attitude, heart and determination.
Junior basketball player Leah Aldrich-Franklin brought all of that to the court
game in and game out, and as a result, is the Daily Eastern News’ Female Athlete
of the Year.
Aldrich-Franklin was perhaps the lone bright spot for a team that suffered
one of the worst seasons in school history with a 5-21 record. While the center set numerous school records and earned First Team All-Ohio Valley
Conference honors, there’s one thing that sticks out in her mind about the
1998-99 campaign.
“Still playing hard even though we were losing,” AldrichFranklin said. “It would have been easy to give up because we
weren’t winning. It was really hard, especially since all season
we sensed something was up with (coach John) Klein.”
Klein ended up resigning with two weeks left in the
season.
Despite Aldrich-Franklin’s best efforts, the team
could not break out of its season-long slump.
She led the league in scoring with 21.4 points
per game and scored 30-plus points five times,
including a 36-point performance against
Western Illinois to set Eastern’s single
game scoring record.
“I worked really hard with my
husband over the summer and
that was expected (for me to
break the record),” AldrichFranklin said with a confidence she has become
known for.

Photo illustrations
by Chad Merda

See ALDRICH Page 9

Combes’ record speaks for itself
While the senior wrestler fell short at Nationals,
there’s no reason to feel disappointed
By Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor

He was so close two years in
a row. One more win in
either his junior or senior
season and Tom
Combes would be an
All-American.
“I wanted to be an
All-American, but it
was a pretty good
year anyway,”
Combes said of his
final season at
Eastern. “I kind of
fell short at the end
there. Everyone keeps
telling me good job and
all that, but it’s hard to
believe them. I felt I should have been an
All-American.”
Even though it ended as a bit of a disappointment, Combes’ season was anything but.
He finished the year with a 26-7 overall record, including a sixth place finish
at the Midlands Tournament and second
place finishes at both the Northern Iowa
open and the NCAA East Regional.
“He had a great season,” Panther
coach Ralph McCausland said. “He only
had five losses throughout the season,
unfortunately two of them had to come in
the National Tournament. His record

speaks
for itself.
He was 3-2 in
the (National) tournament
– one win away from being on the
awards stand.”
Obviously it would have been nice for
Combes to finish off his senior year on a
high note, but things do not always work
out that way and he realizes that.
“I am not distraught over it. I haven’t
fallen apart over it yet,” Combes said.
“Being so close is better than nothing. I
would rather be close than not be in the
game at all.”
That kind of attitude is what carried
Combes through the year and is also
what McCausland thinks is one reason

for his success at Eastern.
“He’s a great competitor and he doesn’t let adversity distract him,”
McCausland said. “He is very goal oriented and is able to adjust, especially in
competition. He showed with his work
ethic an example of what you need to
do.”
Another reason for Combes’ success is
his competitive nature.
He spent two years wrestling the best
competition so he would be prepared for
anything.
In the end, he came up a little short,
but where would he have been had he not
gone up against the best?
See COMBES Page 9

